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BOX AND CONTENT LIST

Slides:

1. Freedom Village – exchange of POW was carried out at this site
2. Cardinal Spellman visiting patients at 11th Evacuation Hospital. Yong Dong PO, Korea
3. Officer’s Quarters, 1st Medical Field Laboratory. Robert Lukes, pathologist (without hat)—station RFID after the war
4. Entrance to 1st Medical Field Laboratory
5. See #1
6. Street in 25th Evacuation Hospital, Compan
7. Autopsy at 1st Medical Field Laboratory
8. Autopsy at 1st Medical Field Laboratory
9. Biochemical/Toxicology Lab, 1st Medical Field Laboratory
10. Entrance to 25th Evacuation Hospital
11. Entrance to 1st Medical Field Laboratory [slide not in packet with the rest-9/27/99]
12. Korean President Sigman Rhee leaving 11th Evacuation Hospital after medical visit
13. Korean President Sigman Rhee leaving 11th Evacuation Hospital after medical visit
14. Han River Bridge (highway to Seoul from Yong Dong PO and K-16 Air Force Base) bridge rebuilt by U. S. 44th Army Engineer Battalion
15. 1st Medical Field Laboratory, mobile laboratory stationed We-Jon Bo
16. Helicopter bringing patient to 11th Evacuation Hospital
17. Recreation at 11th Evacuation Hospital
18. Korean Village with 11th Evacuation Hospital in the background
19. Quonset huts, staff quarters at 11th Evacuation Hospital
20. Recreation at 11th Evacuation Hospital
21. Village of Yong Dong, PO as seen from 11th Evacuation Hospital
22. Motor pool at 11th Evacuation Hospital plus staff quarters (Quonset)
23. Optical shop at 11th Evacuation Hospital (making and repairing eyeglasses)
24. New 1st Medical Field Laboratory sign
25. Officers' quarters, 1st Medical Field Laboratory (Quonset)
26. Street at 11th Evacuation Hospital

**Out-of-sequence slide, numbered 16, showing the entrance to the 1st Medical Field Laboratory, almost same view as #25

Prints:
[Numbers for the prints were assigned by the processing archivist, not the donor]

1. Helicopter arriving with patient at the 11th Evacuation Hospital
2. 11th Evacuation Hospital
3. Biochemical/Toxicology Laboratory, 1st Medical Field Laboratory, Korea

Additional Schiaffino Item in Map Case #11, Drawer #5:

- Certificate: "38th Parallel Medical Society of Korea."